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If pop music is like sausage, G.O.O.D. Music is
like kielbasa, it has a pretty good sammich
sometimes but lets face it, you want all that
kielbasa. We are so happy to bring you three
incredible G.O.O.D. Music releases on vinyl in a
giveaway. This kit includes 4 different pieces of
the albums Davido Stokley Williams and Jay-Z . K
Beats Secret Sauce Kit KYLE BEATS SIGNATURE
VOCAL KIT WAV Yes, these songs are made to flip
over a car, or maybe even flip a club, or maybe
light the fuse on the club in the first place. Or
heck, just flip a radio. Or another car. Or, for
those of you with a local radio station (or any
radio station) its not hard to imagine how this
would sound like for a commercial or bump in the
middle of your new jingle. And let me tell you
folks, there will be some songs that make you
smile and think about just how good some people
really can be. But lets get back to what you came
in here to hear. So, you're looking for something
completely new. Maybe you're in a mood for
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something vintage yet current; need a head-
bopping hit; or simply need something to wear to
a house party. Whatever your reasons, this four-
disc CD collection featuring tracks from the likes
of The Maxx (Never Stop) and Pete Rock and C.L.
Smooth (Hard to Get) is bound to satisfy your
search. The beats, banged out in a high-energy
manner, are just what the doctor ordered. The
Maxx will keep you jumping while Pete Rock and
C.L. Smooth gives you a long-lasting, sweet
feeling. Music from the lab of the great soul
saxophone player James Carter, Buy The Club is a
long-player that builds a constant, pulsating
mood of menace and menace in the spaces
between the beats. Tones are welded together
into harmonic clusters and riffs that evoke the
Great Dark Awakenings of the late 60s and early
70s. Can only be described as being one of the
most thoughtful, soulful and fearsome albums of
the year.
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